
Alex Clapcott 
 
Skills: Company vision. Business strategy. Building 
brands. Business models. Strategic planning. 
Mapping growth. Business development. Revenue 
structures. Roadmap planning. Campaigns. 
Launches. Raising equity. Investor relations. Exit 
planning

Personal interests: Family. Music. Walking. Reading. 
Learning. Design. Culture. Travelling. Football. Rugby. 
Tennis. Fishing. Entrepreneurship. People. Leaders. 
Icons.  

A visionary
As a successful entrepreneur with more than 30 
years of experience working across multiple sectors, 
Alex knows about the challenges of growing a 
successful business and managing people. 

He is the founder of Experimental and managing 
partner of Sequencx, responsible for driving growth 
in the business.

In addition to consulting with hundreds of small and 
medium enterprise companies, he is also an mBIT 
Master Coach. Working with successful leaders in 
search of a different horizon. Working with them 
towards a new future. 

Speaker, educator and coach, Alex delivers keynote 
presentations on business strategy, structures and 
systems.

With strategy
A strategic business leader and innovative creator, 
Alex has a track record of delivering revenue growth 
in B2B and B2C environments. 

Combining expertise with business intuition Alex 
has an instinctive ability to identify and calculate 
commercial opportunity. Quickly assessing your 
future opportunities and the growth potential of 
your company. 

Working with skill and capability Alex has a 
tremendous capacity for getting things done. 
Dynamic and collaborative he strives to always 
deliver his very best, encouraging and supporting 
everyone around him to do the same. 

I believe at the start of 
a new decade now is a 
great time to be building 
your company to the 
next level. For ambitious 
forward thinking owners 
like you… taking time 
to strategically plan 
the next stage of your 
company development 
makes a lot of sense”.

“
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Professional services  
£1.8m revenue generation – Campaign creation
Designing and managing the implementation of an 
event led marketing approach, including running 
seminars at Google, generating hundreds of leads, 
resulting in the creation of +£1.8m revenue in 20 
months from a standing start.

Prop tech 
£3m raised - Equity investment projects
Supported the investment raise of this proptech 
platform with investor events, promoter materials, 
investor presentations and a company information 
memorandum. Resulting in +£3m being successfully 
raised. 

Technology 
£600k raised / Equity investment project
Coaching, consulting and supporting the founder 
of a “Projects & Programmes” software company 
who were looking for their first seed round 
investment. Introduced the opportunity to investors 
and mentored the founder through the process of 
successfully bringing investors to the table.

Nursing & Dementia Care 
£3m raised - Equity investment project
Worked with the two company principles to 
successfully raise £3m from a private investor. 
Organised an investor event with leading experts 
from the healthcare space, resulting in investment 
interest from a number of parties. Facilitated the 
investor conversations acting as a bridge between 
the parties. Successfully concluded the investment 
raise after 10 months of conversations and due 
diligence.

Acute Children’s Care
£4.5m value increased to £11m + £18m earn out - 
Exit strategy
Worked on the company vision and positioning 
with the MD and Board of Directors to facilitate a 
more attractive and accurate picture of the specialist 
Children’s Care & Education business. Significantly 
enhanced the company valuation (as offered by a 
national purchaser). At the point of entering due 
diligence with the purchaser, one of the major 
shareholders decided he didn’t want to sell.

Leisure Group 
Launch marketing / +£2m/yr restaurant
Designed, developed and implemented the 
successful launch of a multi-million £ restaurant and 
Leisure concept achieving capacity audiences and 
driving significant revenues from opening.

Health Product Manufacturing 
Increasing turnover from £11m to £15m - Marketing 
& Advertising
Over a three year period working with the business 
manager to implement a comprehensive upgrade 
across the company covering all the marketing 
collateral and trade advertising campaigns.

International Agency Support 
Design, Marketing & Digital 
Creatively supporting international Advertising and 
PR agencies with creative, digital and print outputs 
for clients, including: Bisto, American Airlines, BMW, 
AMD, Rosemount Wines, Tourism Ireland and other 
household names.

Music Brand & Nightclub 
+£5m/yr revenue - Marketing campaign design
Arranged and masterminded all the marketing 
collateral and developed the approach behind a 
global entertainment brand. As well as managing the 
marketing campaigns behind the largest nightclub 
on the south coast delivering (at its height) over 
7,500 people per week through its doors.

Whenever you are ready to 
start the conversation

alex.clapcott@sequencx.com
07713 505111

Wherever you are on your 
business journey...

GROW
FUND
EXIT
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